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Abstract—Future cellular networks will be owned by multiple
parties, e.g., two mobile operators, each of which controls some
elements of the access and backhaul infrastructure. In this con-
text, it is important that as much traffic as possible is processed
by the same party that generates it, i.e., that the coupling
between traffic and network ownership is maximized. Software-
defined backhaul networks can attain this goal; however, existing
management schemes ignore ownership altogether. We fill this
gap by presenting an ownership-aware network management
scheme, maximizing the amount of traffic that is processed by
the same party it belongs to.
I. INTRODUCTION
Next-generation cellular networks will differ from present-
day ones in many ways, one of the most perspicuous being
ownership. Today’s networks are designed, deployed and man-
aged by a single mobile network operator; in future networks,
different elements of the access and backhaul infrastructure is
expected [1] to belong to different parties.
This change is already happening, under the guise of net-
work sharing [2], [3], where mobile operators integrate their
access infrastructure to reduce costs, especially in sparsely-
populated areas [3]. Future cellular networks are most likey
to continue on this direction, becoming increasingly virtual-
ized [1], [4]. Users, mobile operators and over-the-top ser-
vice providers will be able to obtain each segment of the
telecommunications value chain [1] (e.g., spectrum, access
and backhaul infrastructure, value-added processing) from a
different source. Generalizing these trends, we can envision
a network where each element (e.g., base station, switch,
backhaul server) belongs to a different entity, which may or
may not coincide with the owner of the data that should be
processed.
Managing such a complex network is possible as a software-
defined network (SDN), that has easy and scalable traffic steer-
ing capabilities at the flow level, allowing network managers
to decide how, and by whom, individual traffic flows are
processed. Figure 1 depicts the structure of future backhaul
networks, as envisioned in [5]: traffic originates at a base
station, then traverses a sequence of switches and middleboxes,
and finally reaches the Internet. In most cases, there are
multiple ways to serve the same traffic flow, i.e., multiple
sequences of middleboxes (and switches) it can traverse. Thus,
network administrators face two challenges: first, they have
to decide which sequences (corresponding to colored lines
in Figure 1) to activate, subject to the limited number of
Fig. 1. A cellular network, wherein some elements belong to the blue/circle
provider and others to the pink/square one. Colored lines represent physical
sequences, i.e., ways in which the traffic can be served. Suppose that the
switch can only support two such sequences, and the SDN controller is in
charge of choosing which ones. Ownership-unaware algorithms may decide
to drop the yellow, dotted sequence, thus having all the pink traffic processed
by blue boxes. Ownership-aware solutions would drop the green, solid one,
maximizing the amount of traffic each party can process using its own
resources.
sequences a switch can support; second, they have to split
the traffic among active sequences. SIMPLE [6] solves both
challenges, considering a single-owner network and using
load-balancing as an objective.
In multi-owner scenarios such as the one presented in
Figure 1, steering decisions are made jointly (e.g., by a
third-party entity appointed by the operators) and have a
different objective, i.e., maximizing the coupling between the
origin of traffic and the ownership of the network elements
processing it. For example, in Figure 1 we would like the
traffic originating from the pink base station to be processed
at the pink middlebox, instead of one of the blue ones, for
both technical (the pink middlebox may be better-suited to
the task) and non-technical reasons.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
begin by reviewing related work in Section II. Then, in
Section III, we present our model of multi-owned, SDN-based
cellular backhaul networks, along with three metrics formaliz-
ing the coupling concept we introduced above. In Section IV
we discuss our ownership-aware offline/online decomposition
strategy. We compare its performance against the optimal
case and the ownership-oblivious approach taken in [6] in
Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work lies between two research areas: next-generation
cellular networking and software-defined networking.
Next-generation cellular networking: There is wide con-
sensus on the fact that next-generation cellular networks will
not be just a faster, higher-capacity version of present-day
ones. One reason is technical: new physical-layer technologies
such as massive MIMO [7] and new types of infrastructure
such as millimiter-wave base stations [8] can support alto-
gether new applications, such as proximity [9] and machine-
to-machine services. The other reason is economical: network
operators (which are often private companies, not public
bodies) have limited resources and little interest in deploying
next-generation networks, which will greatly benefit over-the-
top content providers such as Google and Netflix.
One way of coping with this issue is transferring some
revenue from over-the-top providers to mobile operators, either
directly as in the Netflix/Comcast deal [10] or indirectly, as in
Facebook Zero [11] and similar agreements by Twitter [12]. At
the same time, over-the-top providers are increasingly willing
to deploy their own infrastructure, as Google is doing with
their Wi-Fi hotspots [13]. This will lead to increasingly het-
erogeneous and virtualized networks [1], [14], where network
resources coming from different providers are viewed as a
single pool, that can be managed in a centralized fashion.
We base on these works to build our system model, which
aims at representing those aspects of next-generation networks
that are most relevant to us – most notably, ownership issues.
Software-defined networking: As a result of the afore-
mentioned trends, next-generation cellular networks will be
complex entities, requiring fine-grained, centralized, scalable
management. Software-defined networking (SDN) provides
all these properties. As early as 2007, the authors of [15]
shown that a single controller can manage large-scale net-
works, including thousands of Ethernet switches. Later works
introduced the OpenFlow protocol in both wired [16] and
wireless [17] SDN networks.
More recent works advocate the adoption of SDN in
present- and next-generation cellular networks, both based on
the 3GPP-defined evolved packet core (EPC). In particular, [5]
envisions to replace the components of traditional backhaul
networks – serving gateways and packet data network gate-
ways – with middleboxes. Introduced in [18], middleboxes are
specialized appliances, each performing a network task – e.g.,
firewall or intrusion detection. They run on commodity hard-
ware, making backhaul networks cheaper and more flexible.
A convergent trend is represented by network function
virtualization (NFV) [19]–[21]. The core idea is to implement
middleboxes using virtual machines, thus obtaining higher
performance and better scalability. SDN thus has to steer
traffic between (virtual) middleboxes, also accounting for the
(physical) host machine they run into.
Using SDN to steer traffic between middleboxes is not, how-
ever, an easy task. Works such as [6] aim at simplifying SDN
policy enforcement, by providing a framework to map high-
level steering decisions into switch-level rules. A particularly
important aspect to consider is that switches can only support
a limited amount of rules, determined by the size of their flow
table.
We use these works, especially [5], [6] as a reference and
benchmark. Essentially, our purpose is (i) to establish whether
the existing schemes are fit for next-generation cellular net-
works as they are envisioned, and (ii) propose a way to
improve their performance.
Traditional routing: In spite of the fundamental differ-
ences between the two, it is interesting to mention that traffic
steering in multi-owned cellular core networks is similar,
in principle, to inter-AS routing: in both cases, a set of
independent entities cooperate to manage a network. Coupling,
in particular, can be seen as the equivalent of the valley-
free property [22] in BGP routing – we aim at avoiding
to needlessly involve additional entities in the routing (and
processing) of traffic.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
Our system model is summarized in Figure 2. It describes
a virtualized, SDN-based cellular backhaul network such as
the one depicted in Figure 1. We draw the terminology and
solution concept from [6], which we also use as a benchmark
to compare against.
System elements: We account for five elements in
our sytem: policy chains, physical sequences, middleboxes,
switches, and owners.
Policy chains c ∈ C are sequences of types of middleboxes.
A flow has to go through a specific chain, e.g., “first an IDS,
then a firewall, then a proxy”. Notice that policy chains do
not specify which individual boxes should be used. Network
resources, i.e., middleboxes and switches, correspond to ele-
ments b ∈ B and r ∈ R, respectively. We do not consider
the capacity of links between switches and middleboxes; this
corresponds to implicitly assuming that said links are never a
bottleneck, as in [5], [6].
Physical sequences s ∈ S are sequences of middleboxes and
switches that implement a policy chain. A policy chain can
be implemented by multiple physical sequences; similarly, the
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Fig. 2. System model. Gray, vertical boxes represent sets of elements our
model accounts for. Green boxes represent known parameters; blue boxes
represent continuous (i.e., real) variables; orange boxes represent discrete
(binary, in our case) variables. Horizontal and vertical boxes cross when the
parameter/variable identified by the horizontal box is indexed by the element
represented by the vertical box.
same middlebox or switch can appear in multiple sequences,
possibly implementing different policy chains. Each sequence
implements exactly one policy chain. Physical sequences are
normally computed offline, namely by brute force (as in [6])
or with more sophisticate embedding algorithms. From the
viewpoint of our model, however, they are given as an input.
Owners ω ∈ O are the parties that can own network
elements.
Parameters: For each policy chain c ∈ C we know its
magnitude m(c) ∈ R+, i.e., how much traffic will have to
traverse that chain.
For each chain c ∈ C and physical sequence s ∈ S
we know a binary parameter i(c, s) ∈ {0, 1}, expressing
whether sequence s implements chain c. Because each se-
quence implements exactly one chain, we have
∑
c∈C i(c, s) =
1, ∀s ∈ S. For each sequence and middlebox we know a
footprint f(b, s) ∈ R+, i.e., how much of b’s computational
capabilities (e.g., CPU cycles) are used to process a unit of
traffic of sequence s. We also define a footprint f(r, s) ∈ R
for each switch r ∈ R, representing the amount of memory
needed at switch r to enable sequence s.
The total capacity of box b ∈ B and switch r ∈ R
is expressed by parameters k(b) ∈ R+ and k(r) ∈ N
respectively. Notice that by “capacity” of a middlebox we
refer to its computational capabilities, while by “capacity” of
a switch we indicate the size of its flow table. Indeed, as we
will see later, switches and middleboxes are subject to distinct
sets of constraints, accounting for their different role.
Finally, chains, middleboxes and switches have an owner,
represented by parameters o(c) ∈ O, o(b) ∈ O and o(r) ∈ O
repsectively. To streamline the notation, we will also indicate
with o(s) the owner of a sequence s ∈ S, i.e., the owner of
the (single) chain it implements.
Decision variables: Similar to [6], we have two main de-
cisions to make. The first one is which physical sequences s ∈
S to enable, and we model that through a set of binary
variables y(s) ∈ {0, 1}. The second decision is through which
physical sequences, serve the traffic of each chain: this is
accounted for by variables x(c, s) ∈ [0, 1], representing the
fraction of traffic belonging to chain c ∈ C served through
sequence s ∈ S.
Constraints: To begin with, we have to ensure that all
traffic is served: ∑
s∈S
x(c, s) = 1, ∀c ∈ C. (1)
Furthermore, we want to serve traffic of chain c only
through sequences that (i) are enabled, and (ii) do implement c.
We enforce both conditions through the following constraint:
x(c, s) ≤ i(c, s)y(s), ∀c ∈ C, s ∈ S. (2)
The right-hand side of (2) is zero if sequence s is disabled, or
if it does not implement chain c. In either case, s can serve
no traffic belonging to chain c.
The second group of constraints concerns the utilization of
middleboxes and switches. We have to ensure that none faces
more load than its capacity allows. For switches r ∈ R, we
have to impose:∑
s∈S
y(s)f(r, s) ≤ k(r), ∀r ∈ R. (3)
(3) is valid if forwarding happens in a hop-by-hop fashion. For
sake of simplicity, we leave tunnel-based optimizations [6] out
of the scope of our work.
For middleboxes, we need to account for the magnitude of
chains and the footprint of the sequences implementing it:∑
c∈C
m(c)
∑
s∈S
x(c, s)f(b, s) ≤ k(b), ∀b ∈ B. (4)
The left-hand side in (4) is the total load over middlebox b ∈
B, given by the sum over all sequences of the product between
the magnitude of the chain the sequence implements (m-
value), the fraction of said load using each sequence (x-value)
and the footprint of the latter over box b (f -value).
Objective: As discussed earlier, we want to maximize
the coupling between the origin of traffic (i.e., the owner o(c)
of the chain) and the ownership o(b) of the boxes processing
it. Higher coupling values translate, for all parties operating
the network, into technical (e.g., higher performance) and
economical benefits, e.g., lower fees. Because the actual way
fees will be computed will change across different scenarios,
we present three definitions of coupling, and study how our
ownership-aware pruning influences them.
A simple way to express such coupling is considering the
fraction of total load over middleboxes that is due to traffic
belonging to the same owner as the middlebox itself, i.e, the
following coupling index:
max
x,y
∑
b∈B
∑
c∈C : o(c)=o(b)m(c)
∑
s∈S x(c, s)f(b, s)∑
b∈B
∑
c∈Cm(c)
∑
s∈S x(c, s)f(b, s)
. (5)
The maximum value that the quantity in (5) can take is one,
corresponding to the case where all traffic is processed by
boxes with the same owner as the traffic itself.
An alternative definition of coupling considers the
penalty p(b, o) experienced by party o ∈ O when its traffic is
served by middlebox b ∈ B. Such a penalty may be monetary
(i.e., a fee) or technical, e.g., slower processing or the need
to synchronize between different servers. Typically (but not
necessarily), we have no penalty associated to one’s boxes,
i.e., p(b, o(b)) = 0. Our objective is to minimize the total
penalties experienced by all parties, i.e.,
min
x,y
∑
b∈B
∑
c∈C
p(b, o(c))m(c)
∑
s∈S
x(c, s)f(b, s). (6)
A more fair variant would be minimizing the maximum
penalty experienced by any party, i.e.,
min
x,y
max
ω∈O
∑
b∈B
∑
c∈C : o(c)=ω
p(b, o(c))m(c)
∑
s∈S
x(c, s)f(b, s).
(7)
IV. ONLINE/OFFLINE DECOMPOSITION
Directly optimizing any of objectives (5)–(7) subject to
constraints (1)–(4) would mean solving an ILP problem, with
the well-known associated scalability problems. Solving such
a problem in real time may be possible for some individual
instances thereof, but does not represent a generally viable
strategy.
An alternative approach, used in [6], is online/offline de-
composition. In the offline stage, we prune the set S of
physical sequences, setting the y-values in such a way that
constraint (3), accounting for the limited capacity of switches,
is always respected. In the online phase, we use those y-values
as a parameter, and set the x-values in order to optimize our
objective. The advantage of such a decomposition is that the
online problem is a simple LP, with no binary variables –
hence easy to solve even in real-time. On the negative side,
the offline stage cannot account for real-time traffic conditions,
and may therefore make suboptimal decisions.
In this section, we first recap the decomposition used
in [6], which does not account for ownership issues, and then
introduce an alternative, ownership-aware one.
A. Ownership-unaware pruning
The pruning stage used in [6] is the following:
min
y
max
b∈B
∑
s∈S
f(r, s) > 0 (8)
s.t.
∑
s∈S
y(s)f(r, s) ≤ k(r) ∀r ∈ R (9)
∑
s∈S
y(c, s) ≥ C ∀c ∈ C (10)
The objective is to minimize the number of sequences in
which the most used middlebox appears ((8)), subject to switch
capacity limits ((9), corresponding to (3)), and to the fact that
for each chain we have at least C active sequences ((10)).
The problem (8)–(10) is solved multiple times, using binary
search to find the highest value of C for which it is feasible.
The final result is a set of y-values that correspond to the
highest possible value of C and maximize the objective (8).
By construction, such a solution also respects constraint (3)
of the original problem.
B. Ownership-aware pruning
The problem (8)–(10) does not account for the ownership of
chains and resources. As pointed out in Figure 1, it may yield
solutions with insufficient coupling, i.e., suboptimal values of
objectives (5)–(7).
To cope with this problem, we propose an alternative
pruning stage. The core idea is to give a higher value to
those sequences where the chain and the boxes implementing
it have the same owner. More formally, we associate to each
sequence s ∈ S the following score:
σ(s) = 1 + w
∑
r∈Bf(b, s)1[o(b)=o(s)]∑
r∈B f(b, s)
, (11)
where w ≥ 0 is the weight that ownership has in our decisions.
When w = 0, we revert back to ownership-unaware pruning;
higher values of w mean a stronger tendency to enable same-
ownership sequences. The score defined in (11) is 1 + w if
all the processing is done with middleboxes belonging to the
owner of the traffic, and decreases towards 1 as other boxes are
used. The w parameter can be fine-tuned for best performance
if need be; as we will see in Section V, the default value w = 1
guarantees very good performance in most practical cases.
Once we have the scores, we replace (10) in the ownership-
unaware pruning stage with the following:∑
s∈S
y(c, s)σ(s) ≥ C, ∀c ∈ C. (12)
Using (12) in lieu of (10) has the effect of giving a higher
value to sequences that include middleboxes owned by the
same owner as the traffic they serve. This means that such
sequences are more likely to be activated, which in turn will
increase the coupling we are able to attain. Also notice that
the change has no impact on compuational complexity.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Reference scenarios
We evaluate our solution through simulation, using the same
three-layer network topology employed in [5]. Specifically,
given a parameter k ∈ N:
• the access layer consists of groups of ten base stations,
connected in a ring;
• the aggregation layer consists of k pods, each composed
by k switches connected in full-mesh;
• the core layer consists of k2 switches connected in full-
mesh.
In each aggregation-layer pod, k/2 switches are connected
to one of the rings of base stations, and k/2 to one of the
core switches. The 2k2 switches from our set R. For our
simulations, we set k = 8, the same value used in [5].
As in [5], we consider k different types of middleboxes, and
randomly connect two instances of each type to switches in
each pod of the aggregation layer, and two more to switches
in the core layer. We also associate a service chain in C
to each base station. Each service chain is implemented by
ten physical sequences in S, each including five randomly-
selected middlebox instances. For simplicity, we assign mag-
nitude m(c) = 1 to all chains c ∈ C, and capacity k(b) = 10
to all middleboxes b ∈ B. The weight used to compute the
scores defined in (11) is w = 1. Also, the penalty p(b, o) is
defined as follows:
p(b,ω) =
{
0 if ω = o(b)
1 otherwise.
There are a total of four parties that can own switches and
middleboxes. We consider two scenarios:
• a clustered scenario, where each aggregation-layer pod,
all middleboxes and all traffic coming from base stations
connected to it belong to the same owner;
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Fig. 3. Clustered scenario: coupling index as defined in (5), (a), total penalties as defined in (6) (b), maximum penalty as defined in (7) (c) as a function of
the switch capacity, when no pruning (“optimal”), ownership-aware (“aware”) and ownership-unaware (“unaware”) pruning are in place.
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Fig. 4. Uniform scenario: coupling index as defined in (5), (a), total penalties as defined in (6) (b), maximum penalty as defined in (7) (c) as a function of
the switch capacity, when no pruning (“optimal”), ownership-aware (“aware”) and ownership-unaware (“unaware”) pruning are in place.
• a uniform scenario, where the owner of each switch and
middlebox is assigned randomly;
The clustered scenario represents such cases as network shar-
ing between mobile operators, where pre-existing networks
are integrated. The uniform scenario describes a native next-
generation network, designed from the beginning with virtu-
alization in mind.
B. Results
We begin by studying the performance, i.e., the value of
objective functions (5)–(7) in three cases:
• when there is no pruning, i.e., when x- and y-values are
set jointly;
• with the ownership-unaware pruning introduced in [6]
and summarized in Section IV-A;
• with the ownership-aware pruning described in Sec-
tion IV-B.
No pruning means that we solve the problems defined
in Section III directly. Doing so yields the optimal solution
but is not feasible in practice; we present those results as
a benchmark. We are more interested in quantifying the
improvement brought by moving from ownership-unaware to
ownership-aware pruning.
Figure 3 refers to the clustered scenario. For all objectives,
results are encouraging: moving to ownership-aware pruning
i.e., from the gray to the red line in the figures, substantially
improves coupling. Indeed, the performance we can obtain is
very close to the optimum, represented by black lines. This is
especially important, as a higher coupling index and lower
penalties directly translate into better-functioning networks
and/or lower fees owed to other parties.
It is worth stressing that, irrespective of the pruning, the
online stage (objective functions included) is exactly the same:
the difference in performance is entirely due to the pruning
stages. Also notice that even the ownership-aware pruning
yields suboptimal performance: this is because pruning hap-
pens offline, i.e., without accounting for the actual traffic.
In Figure 4, we move to the uniform scenario. For all
objectives, we can observe a slight decay in performance with
respect to Figure 3; intuitively, this is connected to the fact
that the middleboxes belonging to a party tend to be away
from the base stations where its traffic originates.
More importantly, ownership-aware pruning still yields
a performance that is substantially better than ownership-
unaware pruning and very close to the optimum.
Next, we want to understand how different pruning stages
work, i.e., how they choose the sequences to enable. For each
enabled sequence, we count how many of the boxes it includes
have the same owner as the sequence itself, i.e.,
∑
s∈S
y(s)
∑
b∈B
1[f(b,s)>0]1[o(b)=o(s)]. (13)
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Fig. 5. Uniform scenario: number of same-owner boxes, as defined in (13),
as a function of the switch capacity when ownership-aware pruning (“aware”)
and ownership-unaware pruning (“unaware”) is applied. The “optimal” line
refers to the y-values set with no pruning.
A higher value of the quantity in (13) means that the pruning
scheme tends to enable sequences with many same-owner
boxes.
Figure 5 refers to the uniform scenario, but we had similar
results for the clustered one. Unsurprisingly, it shows that
ownership-aware pruning corresponds to a much higher value
of the quantity in (13). It is more interesting to look at
the black line, showing how the y-values are set in the
optimal case, with no pruning: the value is higher than in
the ownership-unaware case, but lower than in the ownership-
aware one. We can conclude that the ownership-aware pruning
enables more sequences with same-owner boxes than needed
for optimal performance. Tweaking the weight w we use in
(11) could improve this situation; however, as no pruning strat-
egy can account for the actual traffic, the resulting decisions
are never guaranteed to be optimal.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Next-generation cellular networks will differ from present-
day ones in many ways, including ownership – different
parts of the access and backhaul infrastructure will belong
to different parties, as will the traffic flows being served. We
modeled such networks in Section III, and argued that they
will be managed in such a way to maximize the coupling
between the parties originating the traffic and the parties
processing it. We presented three alternative definitions of
coupling, expressed by the metrics (5)–(7).
Optimizing these metrics directly would be too complex;
therefore, in Section IV we presented two offline pruning
strategies. One is ownership-unaware and was originally in-
troduced in [6]; the other, described in Section IV-B, aims at
enabling physical sequences that can yield a good coupling.
Our evaluation, summarized in Section V, takes into account
three different coupling metrics and two different scenarios,
and we consistently find that ownwership-aware pruning per-
forms substantially better than state-of-the-art alternatives –
almost doubling the coupling between the parties generating
traffic and the ones processing it – and always very close to
the optimum.
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